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1. Introduction 

Modern society is increasingly dependent on information and communication 
technology and electricity distribution. Electricity is essential for individual us-
ers everywhere, but also collectively especially in the urban society where the 
functions are heavily interlaced. Distribution system operator (DSO) has a role 
as an enabler of almost all critical functions of the modern society. Interruption 
statistics show that in average about 70 to 80% of the interruptions in European 
countries are caused by failures in the medium-voltage (MV) system [1].  Thus 
to improve the reliability efficiently in electricity networks the focus is in devel-
oping the MV networks. In the continuous improvement of the reliability of 
power supply, DSOs are researching new methods to find cost-effective alterna-
tives for traditional network reinforcements. Besides growing needs for better 
service reliability, limited financial budgets place an unprecedented pressure. 
Recently emerged smart grid paradigm provides affordable, innovative, and 
sustainable ways to help utilities to operate their networks more efficiently [2]-
[3]. Among them, distribution automation (DA) is recognized as one of the most 
promising tool [2].  

The self-healing concept in electric power grids signifies that the grid compo-
nents could actually be reconfigured as to respond to failures, threats or other 
destabilizers [4]. DA with intelligent autonomous switching actions is part of 
such self-healing methods. With proactive rather than reactive fault detection 
failing components could be detected prior to their breakdown, thus avoiding 
interruptions [5]. The feasibility of DA and other self-healing methods in MV 
urban networks are studied in this thesis.  

1.1 Research objective  

Majority of the customer interruptions are caused by MV faults and especially 
in the urban areas the high reliability of power supply is utmost important. Thus 
the aim of the study is to concentrate in urban MV networks. Within recent years 
distribution automation has developed a lot and has become a cost-effective 
mean to shorten the duration of interruptions and mitigate the customer incon-
venience. The challenge for the DSOs is to minimize the costs of implementing 
automation and the customer interruption costs (CIC). Being the capital of Fin-
land and a large and dense city, Helsinki is a proper city to present a proof of 
case for the performed studies. The aim of the research is to: 
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 evaluate the customer damage caused by interruptions in different urban 
areas  

 optimize the distribution automation implementations using the proposed 
general  and detailed methods, which take into consideration the practical 
fault management steps 

 study the impact of different fault types and fault management processes on 
the optimization results 

 test and utilize the studied and presented methods both in a real urban MV 
network and also in an easily benchmarked test system  

 study also the other effective self-healing methods like neutral current com-
pensation, intelligent operation supporting applications and fault indica-
tion. Also the correlation of the presented methods is studied.  

 create a fault location, isolation and restoration (FLIR) application for urban 
MV networks, first supporting the control center and then in the next phase 
to provide a tool for an automatic FLIR operation  

 implement a comprehensive proof of case of the selected methods.  
Finally the conclusions and the future research are presented.  

1.2 Customer Interruption Costs  

The value of customer interruption costs has been evaluated in many studies, 
for ex. in [6-12]. In general, the CIC values have doubled in Finland from 1994 
to 2004 [7]. The U.S. study [11] estimated that the cost of power interruptions 
in USA is annually approximately $80 billion. This emphasizes the importance 
of improving the reliability of electricity supply.  

Willingness to pay (WTP) and willingness to accept (WTA) are among meth-
ods to evaluate the CIC. In WTP, the respondents are asked how much they 
would be willing to pay for more reliable supply of electricity. In WTA, the re-
spondents are asked how high compensation they would like to have if the reli-
ability of electricity supply was worse [12]. 

One theory to assist in understanding the different CIC values reached by cus-
tomer surveys is the sand cone model [13].  

 
cost effiency
 
 
speed
 
dependability 
 
quality 
 
 

Figure 1. The sand cone model [13]  
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On the bottom, the quality has the most profound effect on the ultimate goal, 
the cost effiency. The dependability rests on the quality, the speed on the de-
pendability and the cost effiency on the speed. Adapting this model on the CIC 
valuation, the more the interruption effects on the innermost layer quality, the 
more the interruption effects on the customer damage. This partly explains the 
differences in the valuation of CIC.  Another approach [14] relies on the theory 
that one hour interruption during the leisure time corresponds to 1 h of less 
work during working hours, therefore the value of this lost leisure time hour is 
equal to the wage of 1 h work. This macroeconomic model is further developed 
in [15] as  

 
                                            (1.1)   

 
where  is the CIC estimation via the macroeconomic approach,  is the 
duration of the interruption [h],  is the hourly wage [€], and  is the peak 
power consumption in kW.  is the factor for the continuous electric power de-
pendency with   [0,1]. This factor can be calculated by the aid of customer 
surveys:   

 

 

where  is the amount of those electrical 
appliances that customers are willing not to use in return for a compensation. 

The limits of the residential CIC are summarized in [15] as follows: 
 

              (1.3) 
 

where   is calculated using average 
 from the respondents and   is calculated using  value as 1. 

 Commercial and public services are the dominant customer groups in the ur-
ban core [16] and on average the cost of an 1 h unexpected interruption is seven 
to ten times higher for commercial customers than for residential customers [7-
8]. When the supply of electricity is interrupted, the processes of the urban so-
ciety are interrupted. For a large shopping center or for an underground traffic 
the customer outage damage is totally different if the interruption lasts one mi-
nute or one hour. Thus, the uninterrupted electricity supply and quick fault 
management are especially appreciated in urban networks. 

1.3 Distribution Automation and Self-healing Urban MV Networks 

Today’s growing need for better service reliability besides aging infrastruc-
tures and limited financial budgets for network reinforcement place an unprec-
edented pressure on electric utilities. This is the main reason for finding cost-
effective alternatives for network reinforcements as well as methods for improv-
ing the efficiency of the existing networks. Distribution automation and self-
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healing are modern smart methods which the utilities consider as tools to im-
prove the reliability of supply as an option for traditional network investments. 
Automation systems make prompt switching actions and network reconfigura-
tions possible thereby reducing outage areas when a fault occurs. Needless to 
mention, reliability enhancement provided by automation systems increases as 
automation level increases. Although having a fully automated network is al-
ways appealing for utilities, the level of automation must be optimized based on 
a cost-benefit analysis to justify its capital expenses.  

Mitigating the effects of network faults is one of the main tasks of DSOs and 
distribution automation is a key element in this development work. Other 
means are applicable to decrease the number of faults, but distribution automa-
tion is directed at shortening the interruption time once the fault has occurred. 
In the city area, CIC per fault is significant and the expectation for the availabil-
ity of the electricity is high. The pressure to reduce the number of minutes lost 
per a customer is driving the urban electricity distribution companies to con-
sider distribution automation schemes in order to avoid manual switching, fault 
location and fault isolation delays. These schemes are normally implemented by 
automating a number of strategically placed switches in a MV ring and the use 
of fault passage indicators [17].  

Distribution automation fault management actions are much more efficient 
than manually operated field actions. E.g. the distribution automation strategy 
used in London is sectionalizing the medium voltage feeders so that half the 
customers are located on either side of the centrally selected automated second-
ary substations and then typically 50% of supply can be restored in under 60 
seconds [18]. Survey responses of US and Canadian utilities show that the most 
widely found drivers for DA are better feeder information and fewer interrup-
tions to customers, low-cost communication systems and devices with built-in 
monitoring and control capabilities [19].  

A transition policy toward distribution automation presented in [20] is a com-
bination of three elements: time, implementation scale, and automation level. 
Using these three elements four different transition policies can be specified: 

 No distribution automation 
 Distribution automation to new and replaced secondary substations  
 Gradual smartening of the grid 
 Complete distribution automation. 

The gradual transition gives more flexibility for the DSOs and thus is the sug-
gested transition policy.  

Distribution automation is suggested for example to regions with high density 
of distribution cables. United Cooperative Services in Texas USA has a service 
area that borders a major metropolitan area. The strong outgrowth from the 
metropolitan area has brought people who had high-reliability expectations for 
their electric service. Higher expectations require the introduction of a new 
technology, distribution automation. The industrial and commercial sectors be-
gan to grow as well, demanding even further automation [21]. City and customer 
characteristics generate some requirements for network structures. For the cit-
ies of strict political, economic and military importance, the requirement for the 
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reliability of power supply is high [22]. One example of the impressive improve-
ments achieved in reliability with distribution automation is in London on the 
power distribution area of EDF Energy. The large scale implementation of DA 
reduced two thirds of the customer minutes lost (CML) from 1998 to 2004, the 
reduction in CML was from 30 minutes to 10 minutes. Along with DA, EDF En-
ergy applied automated schemes to feeders with normally open points. Automa-
tion improved the performance even more and it was possible to restore the 
power to customers within three minutes [23]. 

CIC as a function of the optimal level of automation is presented in [24] as 
well as the effects of the customer type and load density on the optimal switch 
placement strategy. The optimal number of automated switches increases as the 
customer damage function is increased. More automated switches are located 
on feeders with high load levels and adjacent to commercial load centers.  

In order to locate faults, DA needs to indicate both short-circuit faults and 
earth faults, of these two the earth-fault indication is more challenging. In iso-
lated networks earth-fault indication can be based on threshold value of the 
zero-sequence current, however in compensated neutral earth-fault indication 
may need more advanced methods like analysis of the charge transient current 
[25]. Also the fault location can be estimated by analyzing the transient current 
[26].  The benefit of DA in fault location, fault isolation and supply recovery is 
described for example in [27]-[28].  With DA the restoration of unfaulted seg-
ments can occur in less than one minute instead of 50-80 minutes.  

In the literature, significant efforts have been dedicated to determine the op-
timum level of automation in a distribution network. Almost all of the works 
have focused on the selection of optimal number and location of automatic 
switches.  The optimal switch placement problem is a combinatorial constrained 
and complex problem [29]. The number and location of switches were conven-
tionally found based on engineering judgments, utilities past experiences, and 
rule of thumb estimations [30]. These approximate methods, however, can lead 
to rough outcomes which may be far from the optimal solution. Later, in order 
to attain more accurate results, the optimum automation level problem was at-
tacked by optimization techniques. Due to combinatorial nature of the problem, 
various heuristic algorithms such as simulated annealing [31]-[32], genetic al-
gorithm [33], ant colony system [34]-[35], immune algorithm [36] and particle 
swarm optimization [37] were employed to solve the problem. The reviewed 
works have particular pros and cons. The major disadvantage of the reported 
researches is that meta-heuristic approaches usually suffer from very long exe-
cution times and non-identical solutions in repeated runs. They also do not 
guarantee the optimal solution over the search space. Furthermore, the perfor-
mance of these approaches strongly depends on operator experience and pa-
rameter tuning [38]. 

A direct enumeration and a mixed enumeration/bisection search approaches 
were used in [39] to solve the switch placement problem. Bellmann’s optimality 
principle was employed in [40] to solve the switch placement problem. In [41], 
the problem was attacked by a two-stage decomposition approach wherein the 
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solution space is divided into a set of sub-spaces which can be studied inde-
pendently and also in parallel. These methods are complex in computation and 
need relatively long execution times. In [42], the switch placement problem was 
successfully formulated in the mixed integer linear programming (MILP) for-
mat which can be solved by commercially available solvers. The model can be 
solved within an effective run time and the optimality of the solution is also 
guaranteed. However in the reviewed literature was assumed a perfect fault 
management process which is too much optimistic especially for earth fault 
events. A few experimental controls, i.e. trial and error swichings, are usually 
needed to locate an earth fault in a network and this may need a relatively long 
time. Clearly, fast automation systems are not helpful anymore when the exact 
location of the fault is not known. This is why the fast restoration which is as-
sumed in the literature may not be possible in the real world when an earth fault 
event occurs. The importance of the impact of earth fault events becomes more 
significant considering that they account about 50-80% of fault events in Nordic 
distribution networks [43]-[44]. 

Even with a help of remote controls of DA, the human capability to resolve the 
fault situation with the protection alarm and fault indication information com-
bined with the network topology data is limited. It takes few minutes for a con-
trol center dispatcher to comprehend the logic in order to start the first restoring 
control actions. Thus, either automated or supporting fault management 
schemes are needed. The purpose of a decision support system is to help with 
the interpretation of SCADA alarms and to help get the system safely restored 
as rapidly as possible, thus minimizing the effect of the disturbance [45]. Three 
self-healing fault detection, isolation and restoration schemes are presented in 
[46]. In the simplest scheme, the reclosers detect the loss of voltage and after 
preprogrammed time the recloser closes. This scheme does not require telecom-
munication, however it is possible to switch onto a fault. The second presented 
scheme solves the problem of closing onto a fault, but as a requirement is that 
all reclosers are IEC 61850 capable. The third presented solution is a combined 
substation computer application and SCADA/ DMS. The computer application 
makes a restoration plan based on information on feeder devices. Combined 
with this restoration plan and other information from the network, the 
SCADA/DMS can make a decision on switching actions. 

 A self-healing MV ring has been developed in Netherlands. The MV ring con-
sists of 33 secondary substations of which five are equipped with remote termi-
nal units (RTU) and automation.  The automated sites divide the ring into two 
feeders and each feeder into three sections. In network faults the RTUs com-
municate with each other and execute automatically the fault location, isolation 
and restoration steps [47].  Various agent or multiagent systems (MAS) have 
been introduced to help the utilities to support and enhance the fault manage-
ment process.  In [48] during outage, the multi-agent system decides the target 
configuration and the switching sequence using local information only. An 
agent system using tokens handles the fault management quite effectively re-
ducing the needed communication hops and inhibiting cascading errors due to 
erroneous actions [49].  
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The self-healing control of an urban power grid is presented in [49], along with 
an emergency, a restorative, a corrective and a preventive control agent. A per-
manent fault in the network triggers protective actions as an emergency control 
to isolate the fault. After receiving the return signal from emergency control, the 
self-healing control reads the latest data from the database and activates the 
restorative control agent. The restorative control agent recovers the lost loads 
and then sends the mission success message to the self-healing control agent. 
Combined SCADA/DMS FLIR solution in real rural network has been presented 
in [50]. DMS composes switching sequence proposals and SCADA deploys them 
into real actions in the network. 

Besides DA, neutral current compensation is among the most effective self-
healing means to improve reliability. The neutral current compensation reduces 
the earth fault current so that DSOs are able to have a sustained operation dur-
ing single phase earth faults thus avoiding customer interruptions. Typically, in 
a compensated system, an earth coil is connected to the star point of the primary 
transformer. The inductive reactance of the coil is set near the value of the ca-
pacitive reactance of the whole cable network. The two currents being almost in 
opposition, the resultant current which flows through an earth fault is compar-
atively small [52]. The compensated systems require thus appropriate methods 
for earth fault detection and location. Because of the voltage rise of the two 
sound phases during a single phase earth fault, a charge transient is created. 
This charge transient is suitable for fault location purposes [53]. In [54], it was 
presented three detection algorithms, which are based on the examining of the 
behavior of this transient during an earth fault. 

T0 help the fault detection and localization, a temporary low resistance neu-
tral earthing is usually additionally applied. The magnitude of the resistance is 
selected so that the fault current increases enough to ensure the detection of the 
earth fault [55].  

In Central Europe, a majority of the medium voltage and high voltage distri-
bution systems are operated as resonant grounded grids. The motivation to keep 
on operating the electrical power networks with resonant grounded neutrals is 
derived from the good experiences with the high continuity of supply. This is 
due to the self-extinguishing properties of phase-to-earth arcs in such grids, es-
pecially in grids with a large proportion of overhead lines. Because of the out-
standing feature of continuous operation during earth faults, the resonant 
grounded grids can be classified as self-healing grids [56]. In Italy in ENEL MV 
networks, the net reduction in the number of interruptions due to neutral cur-
rent compensation was as follows: 51 % reduction in transient faults, 38 % re-
duction in short interruptions and 26 % reduction in long interruptions [57]. 
Enel testing also confirmed temporary overvoltages of more than 2.3 p.u. in 
large radial MV networks with isolated neutral, sometimes evolving into cross-
country faults and the effectiveness of resonant earthing in suppressing these 
overvoltages [58]. Together with Petersen Coil a thyristor-controlled high-
power-current-injection (HPCI) is combined to achieve fault location function-
ality. This combination can enable sustained operation during single phase 
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earth faults and dramatically reduce the time to identify the faulted segment 
[59].  

1.4 Testing environment Helen Electricity Network Ltd. 

The data for the practical study cases is from Helen Electricity Network Ltd. 
which is the responsible DSO in Helsinki. Helsinki is the capital of Finland with 
governance offices and business headquarters and there is high demand for 
good power quality. Helen Electricity Network has about 375 000 customers 
and about half of the electricity is consumed by commercial and service custom-
ers.  

This metropolitan area is a challenging environment with an urban core hav-
ing especially high loading and also urban and suburban areas. The total length 
of the distribution network is about 6300 km of which 1600 km is the medium 
voltage network. The peak load in Helsinki is about 830 MW. The MV network 
is almost all cabled, underground (UG) coverage is 99.7%. A 10 kV network is in 
the city area and a 20 kV network on surrounding urban areas. The network 
structure in all feeders is designed meshed while operated radially with nor-
mally open points.  

1.5 Scientific contribution 

In this work the customer interruption costs on different urban areas were 
studied [Publication I]. A new research study for estimating the CIC of commer-
cial customers was implemented. The CIC was then estimated as a function of 
energy density and also the CIC values for different urban zones were estimated. 
It was observed that the CIC values of commercial customers at urban core are 
about double compared to other urban areas. Together with the dominance of 
commercial and public services in urban core areas, this results to approxi-
mately three times higher average CIC values in urban core compared to other 
urban areas. This new contribution gives valuable feedback to focus the reliabil-
ity improvements especially on urban core areas.  

In this dissertation, a new general and flexible model for optimizing DA is cre-
ated and presented [Publication II]. The planning approach relies on the com-
parison between CIC and cost of DA in urban networks. It is shown, that flexible 
multi layout models lead to better overall cost-benefit ratio than using a uniform 
DA layout. As a result of applying individually optimized layouts for each feeder, 
DA concentrates to urban core where the energy density and the CIC are the 
highest. Also an analysis of the DA layout to best support the substation faults 
was undertaken. When also the substation faults are taken into account, it leads 
to a considerable increase in the benefit of DA. This demonstrates that the sig-
nificance of the substation faults in optimizing DA is greater than has been ex-
pected before. Ignoring the benefit of DA in restoring substation level interrup-
tions leads to suboptimal solutions. 

In addition to the general DA optimization method, a new detailed DA opti-
mization model was formulated. The detailed method solves, not only the level 
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of DA on each feeder, but also the exact optimum locations of the automatic 
switches. Besides solving the switch location problem, the impact of earth faults 
and their required time-consuming fault management process is taken into ac-
count. As a result, less automatic switches and thus less total cost were needed. 
This emphasizes the impact of earth faults in the optimal switch placement 
problem. New knowledge is introduced in terms of the contributions of substa-
tion outages and earth faults to the performance and cost-effectiveness of DA 
[Publications II and III].  

The analysis of the fault management process revealed the importance of hav-
ing the comprehensive fault location information. Without accurate infor-
mation on all secondary substations the fast fault management schemes are not 
always possible without causing extra disturbance to customers by consecutive 
power-on power-off situations and trial and error manual switching actions 
[Publication III]. 

This dissertation will also discuss the advantages and disadvantages of oper-
ating network with sustained earth faults [Publication IV]. The major advantage 
of neutral current compensation is that it allows the utility to have continued 
operation during these fault types. However there are safety issues and evolving 
faults to be taken into consideration. The disadvantage of the neutral current 
compensation is the increased voltage stress. A sustained earth fault may evolve 
to a cross country fault, meaning two simultaneous faults at various locations. 
As an effect, a considerably wider area of customer interruptions and a more 
laborious fault clearing and repairing process follows. The probability of evolv-
ing cross country faults increases as the sustained operation continues. In order 
to enhance the benefit of neutral current compensation, fast fault management 
concepts with remote switching and automated logics for fast fault isolation are 
needed.  

With the help of either supporting or automatic fault location, isolation and 
restoration (FLIR) functions the restoration of the supply can be accelerated. 
The pilot solution called as CITY-FLIR, then commercially named as Swithing 
Assistant, is presented in this dissertation [Publication V]. CITY-FLIR combines 
network data, topology and DA data, new fault management features and func-
tions for automatic fault location, isolation and restoration. Fault indication and 
location is needed for the formation of comprehensive fault management 
scheme. Combined with distribution automation and fault indications, the in-
telligent operation support CITY FLIR can shorten the fault clearance time to 
under a minute, even to seconds. This means a consequential leap in improving 
the reliability.  

The requirement of both current and voltage measurements can make the 
fault indication solutions cost prohibitive. As presented in this work, to get the 
full benefits of DA, the fault management should have full coverage. Hence there 
is an urgent need for an affordable, but still reliable fault indication solution, 
which could easily be installed or retrofitted at locations where full automation 
is not economically feasible. In this dissertation [Publication VI] three new sim-
ple fault indication techniques are presented, which are based current measure-
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ment solely and which could easily be retrofitted at the various types and con-
ditions of existing secondary substations in city or urban medium voltage dis-
tribution network conditions. It is hoped that the presented methods can meet 
the challenge of providing reliable and affordable fault indication. 

The presented and analyzed methods were tested in practice in a real urban 
network. The causal relations and the description of the actual implementations 
of the methods are included to generate a holistic view on reliability improve-
ment in urban distribution networks. The studied methods were utilized in large 
scale in a real urban distribution network thus providing an excellent proof of 
case of the effectiveness of the presented methods. The results show that with 
well-planned and implemented actions the customer interruption costs and 
SAIDI in urban networks can be drastically reduced by 50 % [Publication VII]. 
The studies and results of this thesis show the propriety of distribution automa-
tion in urban networks. Large capital-intensive investments to UG cable net-
works have already been implemented in urban networks during several dec-
ades. In many urban cities the structure of the MV network is already meshed. 
Such networks, with redundant power supplies available only with switching 
actions, are ideal to fully support distribution automation. With smart invest-
ments in DA and self-healing methods, the reliability can be significantly im-
proved with reasonable investments compared to the substantial reduction in 
damage to urban society caused by interruptions.
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2. The Evaluation of Customer Interrup-
tion Costs in Different Urban Zones 

The society is more and more dependent on ICT and electricity, so the relia-
bility on electricity supply has become more important during last two decades. 
The customer oriented approach uses CICs in cost-benefit analyses for the reli-
ability improvements. In the distribution network planning and in the cost-ben-
efit analysis, the diversity of CIC should also be noticed. Decisions about invest-
ments in networks and about the possible distribution of scarce electricity 
should be made while taking into account the economic effects. Giving priority 
to the customer sectors most affected by interruptions reduces the damage [60]. 
In this chapter, the customer group and CIC variation in different urban areas 
is analysed. As a part of this research, a postal survey to estimate the CIC of 
commercial customer was carried out. The obtained results were included in the 
analysis of CIC variation in different urban zones. The results show that CIC 
increases as the energy density increases and that the customer damage func-
tion has its peak values in urban core areas. 

2.1 CIC values  

In Finland, the reference values for interruption costs are the customer inter-
ruption cost values for unexpected interruptions by the Finnish Energy Author-
ity report from 2007, Table 1 [6]. These values are based on the Finnish CIC 
research from the year 2005 [7]. The research analyses the interruption costs in 
various electrical distribution networks, as experienced by residential, agricul-
tural, commercial, public and industrial customers. 

Table 1. CIC values by the Finnish research 2005 and the Dutch research 2003-2004.  [7]-[8] 

1 h unex. in-
terruption €/kW 

Customer 
group 

CIC 
Fin All Fin Cable Fin South 

Nether-
lands 

residential 
6,5 8 8,5 5,0 

industrial 
21,6 27,8 34,3 

52,3       
*)Firms 

public  
34,3 71,1 145 

commercial 
48,1 62,1 57,7 
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CICs are much higher for the commercial customer group, on average the cost 
of one hour unexpected interruption is seven to ten times higher for commercial 
customers than for residential customers. 

2.2 CIC by urban zones  

The modelling of urban areas can be based on the zonal approach. Urban areas 
are organized through the land use control into zones with distinct borders be-
tween different types of areas. Based on spatial analysis it is evident that the 
land use zones describe all relevant features: a customer mix, load dispersion 
and construction restrictions, the last leading to an obligation to use more ex-
pensive structures. From the urban and city networks point of view the subdivi-
sion into three basic zones - urban core, urban and suburban – is adequate [16]. 
In an urban core, the dominant loads are commercial buildings and public ser-
vices while in the suburban areas resident loads are in the majority. The cus-
tomer structure in Helsinki is presented in Table 2.  

Table 2. The customer structure of different urban areas (AH=Apartment houses, SH=Separate 
houses) [5] 

Customer 
group profiles  

residen-
tial 

commer-
cial 

public 
service 

indus-
trial 

Urban core 
10 % 53 % 27 % 10 % 

Urban  
30 % 40 % 20 % 10 % 

Suburban Cent 
10 % 53 % 27 % 10 % 

Suburban AH 
55 % 23 % 12 % 10 % 

Suburban Mix 
75 % 13 % 7 % 5 % 

Suburban SH 
85 % 10 % 5 % 0 % 

 
The CIC values for different urban areas were calculated by using the CIC val-

ues in Table 1 and the customer group structure in Table 2. The obtained results 
are presented in Figure 2.  
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Figure 2. The CIC estimates of urban zones based on different research material and area, 1 h 
unexpected interruption [I]. 

From the results in Figure 2 can be noticed that: 
 The customer interruption cost values increase the nearer the customer is 

to the urban core  
 The interruption cost values increase when the energy density of the area 

increases  
 The interruption cost values in urban core are approximately double com-

pared to the costs on suburban area 

2.3 Postal survey  

To estimate the costs of electricity outages to customers, a postal survey and a 
research study were performed by Aalto University and Helen Electricity Net-
work Ltd. The aim of this research was to define the costs of electricity outages 
caused to customers in diverse urban areas. The selected customer groups for 
the survey were commercial, public services and small industry.  

The CIC of the commercial customers were calculated in different urban 
zones. The response rates of the small industry group and public service were 
not sufficient to make an analysis.  The results of the interruption costs of the 
commercial customer group are in Table 3. The interruption costs of the com-
mercial customers in an urban core were about twice the costs on urban and 
suburban areas [61]. This may be influenced by the phenomena, that in an urban 
core the real estate prices and rents are expensive and companies have high fi-
nancial value, heavy flow of customers and long activity hours. 
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Table 3. The interruption costs of the commercial customers on different urban zones. [60] 

1 h €/kW 
 All urban 
zones 65,06 

Urban core 95,62 

Urban 38,03 

Suburban 48,86 
 

Next the commercial CIC values from the Finnish Energy Authority report 
(Table 1) were replaced with the values achieved in the survey, Table 3. As a 
result, the customer interruption cost was also calculated as a function of the 
energy density [GWh/km2], illustrated in Figure 3. The obtained relation be-
tween the energy density and customer interruption cost was almost linear. 
 

 

Figure 3. CIC as a function of energy density and urban zone, calculated using the Finnish CIC 
study 2005 and Helsinki CIC study 2010 values [I].  

The CIC on an urban core is about three times higher than the CIC experienced 
on other urban zones. The reason for this is the combination of: 
 commercial and public services are more dominant in an urban core than 

on other urban zones 
 the CIC values of the commercial customers in an urban core are about dou-

ble compared to other urban zones, this reflects the high financial value of 
the commercial customers in an urban core.  
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3. General Model for Optimizing DA 

In this chapter, general DA optimization methods and implementation layouts 
are presented. The planning approach relies on the comparison between the 
customer interruption costs and the costs associated with implementing the au-
tomation. Several DA layouts are presented and a new flexible DA optimization 
model is presented. The correlation between an optimal DA coverage and an 
urban area type is studied. Also the effect of substation outages on the benefit 
of distribution automation is evaluated. As a major contribution, the significant 
relevance of substation outages in the benefit of DA is shown. By using the pre-
sented layouts, DA can be effectively utilized in substation outages. The results 
show, that focusing DA in an urban core is more beneficial than implementing 
DA evenly in the MV network. 

3.1 Distribution Automation optimization  

The challenge in implementing distribution automation is that a utility should 
target the investments so, that the cost-benefit ratio is optimum. To reach this 
aim, the decrease in customer interruption cost is used as an instrument. 

The level of DA can be estimated using a reliability cost-benefit assessment. 
The reduction in customer interruption cost is compared against the capital, op-
erating and maintenance costs of the DA scheme [61]. The total cost of reliability 
(TCR) is equal to the sum of the utility cost of reliability (UCR) and the customer 
interruption cost (CIC) [63]: 

 
          (3.1) 

 
There is a minimum point in the resulting total cost curve which indicates the 

optimal target level of reliability. The reliability worth cost analysis is performed 
to find this optimal point [61]. The use of CIC in investment calculations is sup-
ported by the Finnish regulator, Energy Authority. 

In the reliability analysis, CIC caused by feeder and substation faults was cal-
culated and the reliability benefit was compared to the automation costs.  

3.2 CIC Caused by Feeder Faults  

Faults on MV feeder j cause the following outage costs  
 

 (3.2) 
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where i = a line part i on a feeder j,  = number of interruptions per year in line 
part i (1/a),  = outage cost energy parameter (€/kWh),  = demand of a 
feeder j (kW), = switching time on a MV line, including fault location (h),  
= outage cost power parameter (€/kW). 

Since DA reduces the switching time, the fixed power parameter stays the 
same and the time related energy parameter changes. With the average auto-
mated switching time as  and the average manual switching time as , 
the reduction in outage cost is  
 
         (3.3)  
where i covers all line parts on a feeder j and total number of line parts is k.  
In network fault statistics, the interruption rate (1/a), is often stored by feed-
ers.  A typical urban MV network structure is meshed without radial branches. 
When a fault occurs in a feeder, the protection trips the faulted feeder from op-
eration and an interruption is experienced on all line parts of the feeder. Using 
the same interruption rate  on all line parts of the feeder, (3.3) is reduced to  
 
          (3.4) 

 
Figure 4 illustrates two substation feeders and a MV line connecting them. The 

network has a ring design with a normally open point.  

 

Figure 4. Topological analysis for distribution automation planning with three automated sec-
ondary substations per a feeder pair. [II]  

By installing DA to normally open points and to the secondary substations that 
are located in the half-energy point of the feeder, the half of the lost energy can 
be restored very rapidly [64]. Thus, with (1+½) remote controlled secondary 
substations on a feeder j, a half of the benefit of (3.4) is gained.  
 

  (3.5) 
 
With ( remote controlled secondary substations the benefit is  

 
         (3.6) 

3.3 CIC caused by Substation Outages  

If a feeder operates as a backup connection to another substation, then in sub-
station outages half of the feeder power can be rapidly restored by using the 
layout like in Figure 4. 

RTURTU RTU
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  (3.7) 

 
where = substation interruptions per year (1/ a),  = manual switching 
time of a MV line on substation outages (h),  = remote controlled or auto-
mated switching time of a MV line in substation outages (h). With this (1+1/2) 
layout the total benefit counting both feeder and substation faults is 
 

 (3.8)
  

A general equation for reduced outage cost with (k+1/2) remote controlled 
secondary substations is as follows: 
     

 (3.9) 

 
.  

  

Figure 5. Distribution automation layout designed to support substation outages [II].  

By adding DA also to the first secondary substation on the feeder, the whole 
power of the feeder is restored very rapidly by DA in substation faults. The 
(2+½) layout illustrated in Figure 5, is optimal to support substation outages. 
In substation outages, the whole power of the feeder can now be restored by 
supplying the electricity from the neighboring substation. Taking into account 
both line and substation faults, the benefit in outage costs is  
 

  (3.10) 

 
where  is the number of secondary substations on a feeder . Correspondingly 
with (k+1/2) remote controlled secondary substations, the benefit is  
     

   (3.11) 

 
A general selection for the most affordable DA layout is done with Equations 

(3.1) and (3.11), starting with  The optimal number of  for each feeder is 
when the total cost in (3.1) is minimum. This DA optimizing is illustrated in 
Figure 6.  

RTURTURTURTU RTU
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Figure 6. Optimizing distribution automation in urban networks. [II] 

3.4 The influence of distribution automation on substation plan-
ning 

Distribution automation accelerates the utilization of substation reserves. 
This property can be further utilized in substation planning, whether to invest 
in the substation primary equipments or into MV reserve connections. A typical 
substation in an urban network has two power transformers. The power reserve 
is handled with the second power transformer, even in cases where one trans-
former would be sufficient to fulfil the peak power. By implementing distribu-
tion automation layout (2+½), the utility has an alternative to a reserve power 
transformer T2, Figure 7.  

 

  

Figure 7. Rapid feeder reserves supplied by DA, an alternative to reserve Power Transformer T2 
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In outage situations, MV feeder backup power supplies are rapidly operated 
with remote controlled or automated switching actions. In network planning, 
the fast MV feeder reserves with distribution automation are an option to pri-
mary substation reserves. In many cases, distribution automation would be a 
more cost-efficient solution. However, a planning engineer should also take into 
consideration, that the more complicated the backup reserves are, the more 
there are equipments and interconnections and thus more chances for the 
backup restoration to fail [65].  

3.5 Analysis of Distribution Automation in Helsinki  

The applicability of the presented methodology was tested in Helsinki. The 
selection of the remote-controllable secondary substations was planned by a 
combination of topological and cost-benefit analysis. The cost-benefit analysis 
was made by the annual lifetime costs of the DA versus the annual benefits in 
the reduced CIC. The annual lifecycle costs were calculated using 15-years life-
time in investments and annual maintenance costs. The manual switching time  

 used in this study was calculated from the operational data in Distribution 
Management System (DMS). The 8 years average of the manual switching time 
was 35 minutes. Assuming remote controlled switching and fully reliable fault 
indication, the average switching time with DA  would be about 5 minutes 
and with automated switching sequences this would be even less than one mi-
nute. The benefit of DA was calculated using CIC values from the Finnish Energy 
Market Authority (EMA) report [6], from the Finnish CIC study [7] and in the 
last case the commercial CIC values were from Helsinki CIC study [61]. 

When calculating the benefit in reduced outage costs and counting only MV 
line faults (5), DA is cost-effective to be installed on about 110 out of 500 feeders 
in Helsinki. When calculating the benefit in reduced outage costs with both 
feeder and substation faults, the DA is significantly more cost-effective, Figure 
12. The considerable increase in the benefit of DA, when taking into account also 
the substation faults, reveals that the significance of the substation faults in op-
timizing DA is greater than has been expected before. 
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Figure 8. The annual investment costs and the reduced outage costs of both feeder faults and 
feeder + substation faults. [II] 

The benefit of distribution automation and the optimal distribution automa-
tion coverage was then calculated using the DA layouts (1 + ½) and (2 + ½). 
Also the feasibility of the full 100 % DA layout was investigated. The maximum 
reduced CIC is achieved using 100 % automation, where all secondary substa-
tions are equipped with DA. However the 100 % DA naturally increases the an-
nual lifetime costs. The ratio of feeders, where 100 % DA is cost-effective, was 
calculated in Helsinki. The share of cost-effective feeders per a substation in full 
automation varies from 0 % to 85 %. The highest share of cost-effective 100 % 
DA is located in the areas where the load density is highest, in an urban core. In 
an urban core, the total share of feeders, which were affordable to equip with 
full automation is 57 %, while in other urban areas the share was only 20 %. The 
full automation is beneficial in an urban core because 
 the average power of secondary substations is higher in an urban core  
 commercial and public services are more dominant  
 the CIC values of the commercial customers on the urban core are about 

double compared to other urban areas because of the high value of the cus-
tomers in the city [61]. 

These results show, that customer group types significantly affects the optimal 
locations of the DA, as it does on the optimal locations of distributed generation 
[66]. Centralizing DA to an urban core is more cost-effective than installing DA 
evenly in the network. The calculation results show, that in an urban core, the 
full automation layout is a cost-effective long-term planning target.  

Finally, the optimal DA coverage was calculated using mixed layouts. On each 
feeder layouts (1 + ½), (2 + ½) and 100 % DA were calculated and the optimal 
layout for each feeder was selected. The optimal DA coverage with each layout 
model is presented in Figure 9.    
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Figure 9. The optimal coverage of DA applying different customer interruption cost (CIC) values 
and various distribution automation layouts. [II] 

The results show, that the optimal DA coverage directly depends on the used 
CIC values. Not surprisingly, applying higher CIC values leads to higher share 
of DA. The impact of CIC to the optimal level of automation has been analyzed 
also in [41], the optimal number of switches increases as the CIC is increased. 

The other factors, that directly affect the coverage of DA, are the interruption 
rate of the feeder  and the ratio and average power of different customer 
groups. DA is more cost-effective on feeders, with a high interruption rate and 
with a high ratio of customers that are sensitive to interruptions, that is com-
mercial, service and industrial customers. The best cost-effectiveness and high-
est ratio for DA was achieved using mixed layouts. A significant difference to 
results using only one layout can be seen in Figure 9. Flexible multi layout mod-
els are more optimal than using only one DA layout. Using individually for each 
feeder optimized layout concentrates DA to urban core, where the energy den-
sity and the CIC are the highest.  
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4. Detailed DA Optimization Model  

In this chapter, a new detailed DA optimization method is formulated. The 
impact of earth fault events and their required time-consuming fault manage-
ment process is taken into account within the calculation of the benefit of auto-
mation system. The performed analysis also reveal, that there is a need for low-
cost and comprehensive fault indication methods. The effectiveness of the 
model was demonstrated by applying it to RBTS-Bus 4 and the Helsinki MV 
network.  

4.1 Different fault types and fault management processes and 
their impact on DA benefit  

The results of sophisticated DA optimization methods include, not only the 
number of DA, but also the exact location of the automated switches. The per-
formance of an automation system can be promoted by increasing the number 
of installed automatic switches. However, installing a large number of auto-
matic switches may not always be cost effective, mainly due to the fact that there 
are both capital and maintenance costs involved. The DSO targets to minimize 
the sum of customer interruption costs and automation costs.   

The switch placement analysis has to estimate interruption cost improvement 
brought by DA throughout all fault events. There exist two fault types, namely 
short circuits and earth faults. Especially in MV networks having a compensated 
or isolated neutral, their characteristics, their fault management processes and 
further the reliability benefit of automation systems are different. The fault 
management process described here concerns networks where in earth faults, 
the protection practice is tripping.  

Short circuit faults usually lead to significant fault currents, which make their 
locating simple. Inexpensive short circuit indicators have long been available 
and in many cases, all secondary substations are equipped with short circuit in-
dicators. This means that prompt switching actions are possible. On the con-
trary, in the case of earth faults in MV networks with a compensated neutral, 
the earth fault current is negligible or even close to zero. Thus, earth fault indi-
cations require more advanced devices than short circuit indications. In order 
to indicate and locate earth faults on a feeder, operators need accurate meas-
urements and intelligent logics. Such advanced devices have been recently im-
plemented [26]. A fast fault management for earth faults requires accurate fault 
location information, so the fault management process depends on the number 
and location of automatic switches with intelligent earth fault indicators.  
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The difference between a fault management process associated with short cir-
cuit and earth fault events is illustrated in Figure 10 via a typical distribution 
feeder. Assume a short circuit fault is occurred at a line section 3. The breaker 
senses the fault current and the tripping operation leads to the isolation of load 
points (LP) 1, 2, and 3. Since the event is a short circuit fault, the fault locating 
is done by fault passage indicators (FPI) already available and installed. The au-
tomatic switch adjacent to the fault is opened and the faulty area between LP2 
and LP3 is isolated. Now, the breaker is closed and service is restored to load 
points 1 and 2. This process is done within a few minutes. After manual switch-
ing time, the manual switch on the line section 3 is opened, then the normally 
open automated switch is closed and service is restored to the load point LP3.  

Now assume an earth fault event has occurred at line section 3. Following the 
event, the normally closed breaker trips and load points 1, 2, and 3 experience 
an interruption. However, the earth fault current is small for which no reliable 
and affordable FPI exists in the market. The fault indication data can be gath-
ered only from the protection relays or from DA with advanced logics. In the 
feeder under investigation, neither of breakers nor automatic switches are ca-
pable of determining the exact location of the fault. The advanced FPI on the 
line section 3, embedded in DA, indicates that an earth fault current has passed 
through the line section. This can be interpreted that the fault is somewhere on 
line sections 3 and 4. In such conditions, the fault locating should be done by 
manual switching actions, which may need several trial and error switching ac-
tions. Also, many utilities avoid the first rapid restoration of power supply, since 
trial and error manual switching actions to locate the earth fault produce new 
interruptions on recently restored load points. Moreover, consecutive power on-
off situations are harmful to customers’ appliances. This means, that in the case 
of earth faults, load points experience interruptions with longer durations.  
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Figure 10. Fault management in a typical distribution feeder, earth fault at line section 3.  
Breaker,  Manual operated switch,  Automated switch. [III] 

The trial and error process starts by opening the manual switch on LP3. The 
breaker is then closed and almost immediately the protection opens the breaker 
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and therefore, the exact location of the fault is determined. Throughout this pro-
cedure, load points 1, 2, and 3 face interruption. Then, the automated switch on 
LP4 is closed and LP3 is energized from the reserve connection. The fault is iso-
lated by opening the automated switch on LP2 and service is restored to load 
points LP1 and LP2 by closing the breaker. The above illustrating example 
shows, that the performance of DA in case of earth fault events is less than that 
of short circuit events.  

Then it may be assumed that all manual switches are replaced with automatic 
ones. Following a fault, the normally closed circuit breaker trips and load points 
experience the interruption. Then, regardless of the type of the fault, the faulty 
section is isolated by operation of adjacent automatic switches and load points 
are promptly energized. Therefore, the fault management process for both of 
the fault types is the same, when the network is fully automated. By increasing 
automation, performances of DA in handling both the fault types resemble more 
and more each other and at 100% automation, the performance of DA on both 
the fault types is the same.  

The average switching time for earth fault events can be assumed to be an av-
erage of manual switching time sT  and automatic switching time aT . The aver-

age automatic switching time on earth faults can be assumed as an average of 
two automation layouts: no automation and 100% automated system. Then the 
average automatic time on earth faults efaT ,  would be  

 aasefa TTTT )(
2
1

2
1

,                           (4.1) 

reducing to  

 asefa TTT
4
3

4
1

,   (4.2) 

This can be translated to a lower reliability benefit in the case of earth faults 
compared to the benefit associated with short circuit faults.  

4.2 New DA and switch placement optimization model  

The previously described fault management process for both fault types is next 
mathematically formulated. The objective of the mathematical model is to find 
the optimal number and location of automatic switches in order to minimize the 
sum of unreliability costs and the cost required for installing, operating, and 
maintaining automatic switches. The objective function can be mathematically 
formulated as follows: 
 unrelmaininstcap CCC &Min   (4.3) 

The first term in (4.3) represents capital and installation costs of automatic 
switches. The second term is their operation and maintenance costs. The third 
term is the expected interruption cost of customers due to short circuit and earth 
fault events. The capital CI( ) and installation IC( ) costs can be calculated as 
follows: 
 

f sf s Nf Ns

sfsf

Nf Ns

sfsfinstcap ICXCIXC ,,,,&  (4.4) 
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In (4.4), the first and second term are total capital and installation costs of 
automatic switches, s is the location of the switch and f is the feeder index. The 
binary decision variable ),( fsX  is equal to 1 if the automated switch is placed 

in that location; otherwise, it is zero. As it can be seen, it is assumed that the 
capital and installation cost can be different for distinct candidate locations in 
various feeders. This is a practical consideration, since implementation cost of 
automation depends on several parameters such as the available communica-
tion infrastructure in the secondary substation and the type of the primary 
equipments in the substation. The operation and maintenance costs of auto-
matic switches can be calculated as follows: 

 
t f sNt Nf Ns

sfsf
t

main MCX
DR

C ,,

)1(
1

   (4.5) 

Where MC(s) is the annual maintenance and operational cost of an automated 
swich and DR is the discount rate. As can be seen, the maintenance cost of au-
tomatic switches is assumed to be non-identical in different candidate locations. 
This is done in order to keep the formulation general. The expected interruption 
cost can be mathematically formulated as follows: 
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Where sc
tfkjiC ,,,,  and e

tfkjiC ,,,,  are the damage cost imposed to customers with 

type k  at a load point j due to a short circuit fault sc  or due to an earth fault e at 
a feeder f , a location i  and a year t . So the first term in (4.6) represents the 

expected interruption cost due to short circuit fault events while the second term 
is the expected interruption cost caused by earth fault events. The following con-
straint should be considered for calculating customers’ damage cost at different 
load points caused by short circuit faults at various locations. Actually, these 
constraints establish a relationship between the number and location of auto-
matic switches and damage costs due to short circuit fault events. 
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Where S
tfkjiCDF ,,,,  and R

tfkjiCDF ,,,,  are the customer damage function value for 

customers with a type k at load point j  and a feeder f at a year t for the switching 

time S or for a repair time R at a location i . 
The set of (4.7) ensures that, if the load point j  is affected by a short circuit 

fault at i , damage cost imposed to the load point is at least equal to that of an 
interruption with the duration of the switching time. The set of (4.8) is to judge 
whether any switching action with automatic switches can disconnect the load 
point j from the fault location or not. If the load point j can be disconnected, the 
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damage cost is determined according to (4.7), otherwise, the cost is equal to that 
of an interruption with the duration of the repair time.  

The following constraints should be taken into account for calculating differ-
ent customers’ damage cost at different load points caused by an earth fault 
event at different locations. These constraints establish relationships between 
the location of automatic switches and damage costs at different load points 
caused by earth fault events. 
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where E
tfkjiCDF ,,,,  is the customer damage function value for customers with a 

type k at a load point j  and a feeder f  at a year t  for managing an earth fault at 
a location i  and ib  is a binary variable. The set of (4.9) guarantees that, if the 
load point j   is affected by an earth fault at i  , damage cost imposed to the load 

point e
tfkjiC ,,,, is at least equal to that of an interruption with the duration of the 

switching time. Equation (4.10) is to decide whether any switching action with 
automatic switches can disconnect the load point j   from the fault location or 

not. If the load point cannot be disconnected, damage cost is equal to that of an 
interruption with the duration of the repair time. Otherwise, the cost is calcu-
lated based on other constraints. The set of (4.11) is to judge whether a prompt 
locating of the earth fault using installed automatic switches is possible, ib =1, or 
not, ib =0. If the location can be found by the automation system, damage cost is 

calculated using (4.9)-(4.10). Otherwise, the cost is equal to that of an interrup-
tion with the average duration of the earth fault management. 
A predefined maximum number of available switches can be imposed by the 
utility based on its internal policies and/or restrictions. The following constraint 
should be considered to ensure that the number of installed switches is less than 
the imposed maximum number maxN .  

 
 max, NX

f sNf Ns

sf    (4.13) 

In the real world, utilities face lots of budgetary difficulties. A limited budget 
may make utilities to allocate less investment on network automation projects 
even if they are cost effective. The following constraint is considered to cap the 
total capital expenses by the maximum available budget maxTCI .  
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 max,, TCICIX
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The utility may, based on own priorities, decide to install automatic switches 

in some special locations, MI , even if it is not cost effective. This condition can 
be convinced as follows: 

 

MIsfX sf ),(;1,
   (4.15) 

On the contrary, the utility may decide to neglect some specific locations, MNI  
based on some prior known restriction. This condition can be satisfied as fol-
lows: 

 
MNIsfX sf ),(;0, (4.16) 

 
The problem described in the above is based on a MILP format which can be 

effectively solved by commercially available solvers. The customer damage func-
tion for different types of customers, the system switching time, the annual dis-
count rate, and technical information of the network including failure rates, load 
types and values, and candidate locations for automatic switches are input pa-
rameters of the model. The results include the optimal number and location of 
automatic switches in the network.  

4.3 DA optimization results 

The formulation presented in the previous section was applied to two test sys-
tems including the network connected to Bus 4 of Roy Billinton Test System 
(RBTS) [67] and MV network of Helsinki. In the study, capital investment and 
installation cost of a sectionalizing switch is considered to be 4000€. The annual 
maintenance cost of a switch is considered to be 150€, corresponding to 5% of 
the capital investment cost. The life time of the switches is assumed to be 15 
years. The load growth, annual interest rates and the earth fault share are as-
sumed to be 1.1%, 5% and 55% respectively. In the following, case studies are 
coded and solved in the GAMS environment [68]. 

4.3.1 RBTS_Bus 4  

This network has been already used for optimal switch placement studies in 
[24] so it is ideal for the feasibility study of the model described in the previous 
section. Technical and financial data associated with the network are given in 
[67]. Customer damage functions used in the study are the same as in [24].  

Table 4. Solution of the optimal switch placement problem obtained by different methods 

Method Number of switches Automation cost 
[k€] 

Unreliability cost 
[k€] 

New method 4 22.3 150,3 
Existing method 7 39.0 145.4 

 
As mentioned earlier, the existing methods provided in the literature do not 

separate whether faults are short circuit or earth faults. However neglecting this 
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can lead to suboptimal solutions with less effective automation systems and 
higher costs. The switch placement problem for the network is solved by the new 
method and the results are compared with those of the existing methods, results 
are given in Table 4. As it can be seen, less automatic switches are installed in 
the network when the new formulation is applied. This is due to the fact that 
automatic switches are less effective when the impact of earth faults is consid-
ered. Owing to the results, applying the proposed model results in less total cost 
compared to that of the existing method. Total cost is decreased by 6.4% when 
the new method is applied. This emphasizes the importance of considering the 
impact of earth faults in the optimal switch placement problem and verifies ef-
fectiveness of the proposed formulation. Table 5 gives the optimal switch loca-
tions obtained by the two methods. As it can be seen, the location of the switches 
also changes significantly when the impact of earth fault events is considered. 

Table 5. Optimal location of automatic switches obtained by different methods, B and E are Be-
ginning and End of the line section 

Method Optimal locations (Feeder, Section, side) 
New method (2,1,E) (4,5,E) (5,1,E) (6,1,E) 
Existing method (1,4,E) (2,2,E) (3,5,E) (4,5,E) (5,2,E) (6,2,E) (7,4,E) 

 

4.3.2 Medium Voltage Network in Helsinki  

In order to demonstrate applicability of the presented new method in the real 
network, the model is applied to the MV network of Helsinki described in chap-
ter 1.4. The failure rates were calculated from historical data and recorded faults 
within the ten-year period from 2004 to 2013. The switching time for automatic 
switches (i.e., automatic switching time) is assumed to be 5 minutes, since the 
switches used in Helsinki are remote-controlled switches and human logic time 
is needed. With automated switching logic the fault isolation and restoration 
takes less than one minute [69]-[70]. The switching time for manual switches 
(i.e., manual switching time) is assumed to be 46 minutes, set as an average of 
recorded switching times. The customer damage functions data for Helsinki are 
taken from the Finnish Energy Authority report [6]. The results are given in Ta-
ble 6.  

Table 6. Solution of the optimal switch placement problem obtained by different methods in Hel-
sinki network 

Method Number of switches Automation cost 
[k€] 

Unreliability cost 
[k€] 

New method 434 2,445.5 9,330,2 
Existing method 476 2,682.1 9,839.2 

 
As it can be seen, the new method results in less automatic switches as well as 

less total cost. Total cost associated with the solution obtained by the proposed 
method is 11,775.7 k€ while the cost achieved by the existing method is 12,521.3 
k€. This means that the total cost is reduced by 6% using the new method. 
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5. Practical Implementation  

Compensating the neutral current allows the utilities to have sustained oper-
ation during earth faults thus avoiding customer interruptions during single 
phase earth faults. However sustained operation during earth faults does not 
only include welfare. The major disadvantage is the increased risk of an earth 
fault evolving into multiple faults, i.e. large area cross country faults. The study 
presented in Chapter 5.1. shows, that in order to decrease the risk of multiple 
faults, the isolation of the fault should be rapidly operated. This leads to a need 
of a fast fault management automation.  

The active network management can be decentralized based on intelligent de-
vices communicating locally in the network or centralized based on systems like 
SCADA/DMS and distribution automation. To improve the fault management 
and in order to get the best benefit from the high volume of monitoring data, 
the adaptation of new distribution automation concepts are required. Automa-
tion systems will be integrated to merge information for holistic distribution au-
tomation. In chapter 5.2., fault management processes in urban network and 
functionalities and data in DA/DMS is researched for the development of addi-
tional supporting features. The idea is to combine the network data, the topol-
ogy and distribution automation data and to develop new fault management 
features and functions for fast and automatic fault location, isolation and recov-
ery in an urban distribution network.  

The need for comprehensive and inexpensive fault indications was described 
in the previous chapter. In the case of short circuits, fault indication is straight-
forward, but single phase earth fault currents are typically so small that the sim-
ple fault current threshold detection hardly gives any satisfactory results. The 
problem can be solved by combining neutral voltage measurement to the sum 
current measurement using directional relay characteristics. However, the re-
quirement of both current and voltage measurements makes the solution cost 
prohibitive especially when retrofitting them in the existing secondary substa-
tions. Hence, there is the need for a simple but a reliable earth fault indicator 
which is based on current measurements solely. In this chapter, a number of 
possible fault indication solutions which are using only local current measure-
ments are compared.  

A feasibility test of the methods presented in chapters 3 and 4 was performed 
in a real urban distribution network. Together with smart technologies, distri-
bution automation and neutral current compensation, also traditional reliabil-
ity improvement methods were implemented. The target was to achieve signifi-
cant reliability improvement, to cut down the SAIDI by 50 %.  
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5.1 Neutral current compensation and multiple faults  

When considering single phase earth faults in MV networks handling safety 
issues, especially touch voltages, is the most important aspect. In addition, the 
earth fault management includes balancing between customer interruptions 
and challenges in fault clearing processes. By allowing sustained earth faults the 
major advantage is avoiding customer interruptions. Especially in city areas, 
this is highly appreciated.  

However, the network operation with sustained earth faults also has some 
drawbacks. The major disadvantage is the increased risk of cross country faults. 
A sustained earth fault evolving to a cross country fault results in two simulta-
neous faults at various locations. This means a considerably wider area of cus-
tomer interruptions and a more laborious fault clearing and repairing process. 

5.1.1 Earth faults  and safety  

A single phase earth fault is caused by an earth connection of one of the 
phases. The voltage of the faulted phase collapses while the voltage on the other 
two phases rises. The voltage of the sound phases can reach the phase-to-phase 
voltage [54]. An example on how the phase voltages and currents behave under 
a single-phase earth fault is presented in Figure 11.  

 

Figure 11. Phase currents, phase-to-ground voltages and phase-to-phase voltages in a single 
phase earth fault turning first into a two phase short circuit and then a three phase short circuit, 
Helsinki 20 kV station [IV].  

In an unearthed system, if the fault resistance is zero, the single phase earth 
fault current can be calculated as follows,    

,     

 ECI ee 3    (5.1) 

where Ie is the earth fault current (A), ω = 2πf is the angular frequency (1/s), Ce 
is the phase to eath capacitance of the network and E is the phase voltage (V) 
[54].  
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The voltage level of the MV network and the types and lengths of the feeders in 
a particular galvanically connected network determine the earth fault current. 

When a single phase earth fault occurs, the protection traditionally trips the 
faulted feeder and an interruption is experienced. In compensated networks, 
provided that earth fault currents and voltages are kept sufficiently low, the pro-
tection only detects a single phase earth fault and sends an alarm to the control 
center. The operation of the network continues during the fault clearing process. 

During a sustained earth fault and the voltage raise of the sound phases, an-
other earth fault can occur between a sound phase and the earth. The location 
of the second earth fault can be different from the original one. These so called 
cross country faults result in a considerably wider fault area of customer inter-
ruptions and more laborious fault location, isolation and repairing processes. 
Also the fault currents are higher and they flow through the ground causing haz-
ard. 

When considering electricity and the safety of human beings, the danger is 
that a current will flow through the heart possibly causing a ventricular fibrilla-
tion. For safety purposes, it is required to determine limit values. Because the 
body current is difficult to measure the body current limit is translated into volt-
age limits for comparison with the calculated step and touch voltages. As a gen-
eral rule, meeting the touch voltage requirements satisfies the step voltage re-
quirements [71]. In addition, the higher the voltage, the shorter time it may af-
fect a human being without causing danger. According to the standard EN 
50522, a value of 80 V may be used as a permissible sustained touch voltage 
[71]. The permissible touch voltage values are considered to be satisfied if either 
one of the following conditions is satisfied: 
 The relevant installation is a part of a global earthing system 
 The earth potential rise does not exceed the double value of a permissible 

touch voltage.  

5.1.2 Benefits and disadvantages of neutral current compensation  

The compensation brings many advantages. Small earth faults currents mean 
small touch voltages. When the safety criteria are satisfied the network can be 
operated with sustained earth faults. With compensation the operation in MV 
network can be changed from tripping of earth faults to sustained earth faults 
and alarming. Thus, customer interruptions can be avoided. Especially in city 
areas with high load density, this is highly appreciated.   

By reducing the earth fault current, the power frequency voltage stress re-
mains the same, but the earth fault current and transient stresses are mitigated. 
The compensated neutral decreases the stress to substation devices and thus 
decreases the number of substation faults with high customer outage costs. The 
reduced earth fault current also increases the possibilities for self-extinction of 
the arc, thus mitigating the damage caused by the fault. The compensated neu-
tral also decreases the possibilities for the earth fault to develop into a short 
circuit fault. 

On the opposite, also disadvantages are arisen. The most considerable draw-
back of the compensated neutral and sustained earth faults is the increased 
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probability of earth faults to evolve into cross country faults. The statistics in 
Helsinki show that the interruptions caused by cross country faults lasts in av-
erage about twice as long as other interruptions. Also if the cross country fault 
evolves in another feeder, it means also twice as a wider interruption area. The 
major reason for cross country faults is the increased phase voltage on the non-
faulted phases. The phase voltage may rise up to the level of the phase-to-phase 
voltage. This voltage rise stresses the insulation of the network and the risk for 
the already weak network points to break down is evident.  

In compensated networks, the earth fault indication and location functions 
are more complex because of low earth fault current levels. Also the relay set-
tings must be changed in case the compensation is turned off and the network 
is used with isolated neutrals.  

Case studies Helsinki and Dresden  
 
Helen Electricity Network Ltd. and MV network in Helsinki is described in 

chapter 1. The MV network in Helsinki consists of two voltage areas: the urban 
core 10 kV network with isolated neutrals and 20 kV in the suburban areas with 
isolated neutrals, except for one new substation with a compensated neutral. 
The protection in the 10 kV network can be alarming because of the low earth 
resistance, the lower voltage level and shorter cable lengths. Thus, the earth 
fault currents and touch voltages are small and the safety criteria are fulfilled. 
The studied method for lowering SAIDI values in Helsinki was to change the 
operation in the 20 kV network from tripping of earth faults to sustained earth 
faults and alarming. This is achieved by compensating the neutral current of the 
20 kV network. The effect of this development step on the SAIDI values was 
then evaluated.  

Analysis is based on the statistics of faults on the Helsinki 10 kV network with 
a sustained operation from years 2004 to 2010. 73 % of the faults are earth faults 
so the ability to have sustained operation during single phase earth faults is sig-
nificant for the network reliability. The average SAIDI in years 2002-2010 in 10 
kV network was ca. 6 minutes and in 20 kV network about 13 minutes. Assum-
ing that after compensating the 20 kV network all the single phase earth faults 
are no more causing interruptions, SAIDI could reduce down to 3 minutes. 
However, the results from the earth fault analysis in 10 kV network shows that 
24 % of the earth faults are evolving into cross country faults. This means an 
average SAIDI of 6 minutes in the 20 kV network instead on the previous esti-
mation of SAIDI of 3 minutes. Further, the statistics in Helsinki shows that the 
interruptions caused by cross country faults last in average about twice as long 
as other interruptions. When taking also this into account, it would lead to a 
SAIDI value of 8 minutes. On the other hand, a considerable proportion of the 
SAIDI is caused by large substation outages. The compensation decreases the 
earth fault current stress to substation devices, especially to voltage transform-
ers. After the interruption of a single phase fault, a charge will remain in earth 
capacitances of cables [54]. This charge will be removed by a DC transient flow-
ing in an unearthed system through the voltage transformers, often causing ex-
cessive burden. In a compensated system, the coil offers better conducting path 
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for this DC transient, thus decreasing the burden to the voltage transformers 
and hence the amount of substation outages.  Also the SAIDI increment from 
tripped to sustained operation is in reality less than the statistical 24 %, since 
some single phase earth faults have evolved  into multipole failures prior to the 
operation time of the protection relay. It was estimated that these two factors 
combined will result to 2 minutes decrease in SAIDI. Taking into account all the 
previous factors results to an average SAIDI of ca. 6 minutes in the 20 kV net-
work. The different factors and the evaluation is illustrated in Figure 12.  

 

Figure 12. The effect of neutral point compensation to SAIDI in Helsinki [IV]. 

Earth faults and earth faults evolving into multipole faults were studied using 
network statistics of Helsinki 2004-2010 and Dresden [72]. In Helsinki, 24 % 
of the earth faults turn into multipole failures, in Dresden the ratio is 35 %, Fig-
ure 13.  

  

Figure 13. Shares of different earth fault types in two urban distribution network, Helsinki and 
Dresden [IV] 

There can be multiple factors influencing the difference like, the different volt-
age level, different cable/joint/termination types, the different age and the con-
dition of the network and the statistical fluctuation. The comparison shows that 
the share of earth faults evolving into multipole earth faults is higher in Dresden 
than in Helsinki 10 kV network. The higher the ratio of earth faults evolving into 
multipole faults is, the less is the benefit of compensating the neutral.  
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5.1.3 Compensated neutral and distribution automation  

The compensation has been evaluated as a strong instrument to reduce SAIDI 
by reducing SAIFI. In addition, DA is targeted to reduce the interruption time 
once the interruption happens, thus effecting SAIDI through CAIDI. In sus-
tained operation during earth faults the increased phase voltage on non-faulted 
phases stresses the network components. By shortening the time under over-
voltage, the number of multipole faults with increased outage times and wider 
area interruptions can be decreased. In Helsinki during the years 2004-2010, 
about 60 % of the multipole earth faults arose within two minutes from the first 
earth fault. Figure 14 presents durations of only those earth faults that have 
evolved into multipole faults. The average time was ca. 30 minutes, however the 
median was one and a half minute. The illustration shows that the probability 
of multipole earth faults decreases after the first minutes of a sustained earth 
fault. DA shortens the interruptions times and thus decreases the possibility of 
an earth fault to evolve into a multipole earth faults. However, the fault evolving 
frequency illustrated in Figure 14 leads to a requirement that the fault manage-
ment should be fast, preferably with the automatic fault location, isolation and 
restoration functions.  

 

Figure 14. Frequency of the time when earth faults have evolved into multipole faults, 2004-2010 
in the Helsinki 10 kV network [IV]  

5.2 Automated or operation supporting fault management  

The active network management is based on distribution network automation 
systems like SCADA, Distribution Management System (DMS), distribution au-
tomation, microgrids, smart meters and home energy management systems. In 
fault situations, a lot of data is available and received to the control center. To 
improve the fault management and in order to get the best benefit from high 
volume of monitoring data, the adaptation of new automation concepts are re-
quired. Automation systems will be integrated already on field to merge infor-
mation for holistic distribution automation. Existing systems will be extended 
by additional functionalities. These functionalities can be located in different 
levels of control hierarchy like in the distribution or substation automation or 
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in DMS. Helen Electricity Network Ltd., Aalto University and Trimble Ltd. have 
been working together to help the control center in the fault management pro-
cess to improve the reliability of supply. The idea is to combine network data, 
topology and automation data and develop new fault management features and 
functions for the automatic fault location, isolation and recovery in urban dis-
tribution network. 

The automatic fault management process is divided into two functional levels, 
which depend on the equipment at the secondary substations. The higher level 
is based on full automation, where all the switches are remote controlled. The 
automatic fault management requires that there is a reliable fault indication, 
which is based on local measurements. In practice, this means measurement of 
both currents and zero sequence voltages at the secondary substations. In short 
circuit faults, the fault detection can simply be based on the fault current thresh-
old detection. In single phase to ground faults, the directional relay principle 
based on the measurement of the zero sequence voltage and the sum current 
and the comparison of their phase angle is to be used. This is a proven solution 
and regarded reliable enough to be used as a basis for full automatic switching 
actions [55]. The applicability of this kind of full automation depends on the 
costs of the implementation versus the benefits obtained.  

It is not feasible to equip all the secondary substations with full automation. 
Thus after the higher level automation has been employed, there typically are 
several line sections feeding a number of secondary substations which still are 
lacking the power. The next procedure is to solve how the faulty line section can 
quickly be found among a group of candidates without causing extra disturb-
ance to the rest of the network. In practice, this requirement is satisfied only if 
reliable fault indicators are available. In this case, the costs are a strict limiting 
factor, and the voltage measurement is usually not an option. Inexpensive yet 
reliable enough fault indicators are needed. These can be implemented based 
on current measurement only, which utilize the comparison of the current 
measurements obtained from several neighboring secondary substations. 
Hence, reliable fault indication is the lower level core of the fault management.  

Next, the full automatic fault management process is first described for the 
case of short circuit faults. The steps of fault management are as follows: 
1. The circuit breaker is opened due to the overcurrent relay tripping. This 

identifies the existence of a fault and a faulty feeder. 
2. The network connectivity and the topological hierarchy of the secondary 

substations are seen in DMS and the network topology is analyzed. 
3. DMS collects the information from the fully automated secondary substa-

tions. The fault indication is based on local measurements and is simply 
comprised of 0/1 indication. 

4. Next step is the recursive analysis of the fault indicator data. Here the ac-
tive fault indications are followed till the faulty line section.  

5. Next the switching sequence is created to isolate the faulty line section and 
to restore the supply in the main feed direction if possible. 

6. The topology is analyzed to check whether there is an automated back feed 
switch behind the faulty line section. In the case such a switch is found, the 
corresponding switching actions are added to the sequence. 

7. Next, DMS submits the switching sequence to the SCADA system to be im-
plemented in practice. 
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8. After a successful process of automatic switching, DMS analyses the net-
work topology to see whether there are line sections under outage. If so, 
the lower level automation is started and the fault indicator data, i.e. cur-
rent measurements, are collected from the field. 

9. DMS compares the fault indicator current measurements and displays the 
fault indication result on the network diagram. 

10. The faulty section is isolated by a combination of manual and remote con-
trolled switches and the rest of the line sections can be re-energized. 

In the case of a sustained ground fault, there is no automatic switching, but 
the DMS collects the network topology and fault indicator data and gives an es-
timate about the faulty line section. The switching actions are in this case all 
implemented by the network operators. Creating fault management sequences 
needs combining the real time network information, network modeling, the to-
pology information, fault management solutions and distribution automation. 
The network information is usually managed with information systems and util-
ities use SCADA for network controls and acquiring network status information.  
The modern DMS include both the network information and the real time in-
formation and applications to support and enhance the network operation.  

Although the operating principles differ in many respects, the implementation 
of a FLIR solution for urban distribution networks can be based on the same 
concept as the FLIR solution in rural networks. Two simplified run-time models 
from the actual faulted feeder and its surroundings are created: the switch 
model and the line section model. Both models are used when composing and 
running the switching sequences. Both models are dynamic in order to enable 
FLIR to adapt its functionality to unexpected changes in the network state. An-
other reason for the dynamics is to reach a general engine applicable to various 
use cases, such as the higher level fault management (steps 2 - 7) and the lower 
level fault management (steps 8 - 10). During the higher level fault manage-
ment, manually controlled switches are ignored and the related, elementary line 
sections are merged to form composite line sections. After the higher level fault 
management, manual switches are taken into consideration and the isolated 
composite line section is split back to elementary line sections, which the lower 
level fault management is then focused on. The required interaction between 
the relevant actors in the automatic fault management are presented in Figure 
15. 
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Figure 15. Interoperability sequence diagram [V] 

DMS receives indications of switch state changes and fault current detections 
via SCADA. Regarding more extensive fault indicator measurements, a similar 
method is preferable but in practice, alternate data transmission methods with 
longer response time can be expected. The blue arrows in the diagram deal with 
the higher level and the red arrows with the lower level fault management. 

Regarding each step in the sequence, the switch model enables the system to 
perform certain precondition and postcondition evaluations and the automa-
tion can be aborted on specific errors or exception conditions. On the other 
hand, the solution could be extended to overcome adversity by re-planning a 
new sequence, for example, to restore the supply by using the second best back 
feed route if the best one is unavailable. The concept of the model dynamics 
enables the system to execute simultaneous FLIR cases. 

It is appropriate to have three different modes to run the sequences. Manual 
confirmation, for example so that a control center must confirm the execution 
of every single step, is the preferable mode during a pilot project. The second 
one, called as an assist mode, is suitable for the cases where the control center 
wants to validate the sequence before running it. The automatic mode is the ul-
timate mode for the sequences of the higher level fault management. Regardless 
of the running mode in use, the status of the automatic fault management is 
visualized on the map with remote-controlled switches, alarming fault indica-
tors, back feeds and other relevant objects highlighted.  

The previously described logics were implemented in a FLIR application 
called Switching Assistant in Trimble DMS. Demonstrated fault management 
steps are as follows. The protection detects a fault in the network, the breaker 
opens and a new outage is created. The dispatcher in the control center starts 
the Switching Assistant. The Switching Assistant then executes the previously 
described steps one to six and creates an isolation sequence. The dispatcher 
checks the isolation sequence and then starts it and the fault is isolated, Figure 
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16. After the isolation sequence is performed the Switching Assistant analyses 
all possible back feed directions and includes validated ones in the restoration 
sequence. The action list is suggested by the Switching Assistant and then exe-
cuted by the dispatcher, the faulty line section is isolated and the supply is re-
stored, Figure 17.  

 

Figure 16.  Network status and the dialog of the developed Switching Assistant when an outage has just 
started and an isolation sequence is created  

 

Figure 17. Network status and the dialog of the Switching Assistant after both isolation and restoration 
sequences   

The previously analyzed fault management process showed the value of both 
full automation and low level automation in the shape of fault indications. Re-
sults from earth fault studies also demonstrate the importance of fast fault iso-
lation to prevent the earth fault evolving into large area cross-country faults. 
Together with automation on the field the developed FLIR-solution accelerates 
the fault management process so that instead of previously common one hour 
interruptions, the supply can be restored within a minute or in the future within 
seconds. This is a giant leap in improving reliability by implementing smart 
technology and intelligent solutions.  

5.3 Fault indication techniques 

A very good fault passage indicator can be implemented using the same prin-
ciples as the protective relays use. However, the requirement of both current 
and voltage measurements makes the solution cost prohibitive in many cases, 
especially when retrofitting. This chapter takes the above mentioned challenge 
and compares a number of possible fault indication solutions which are using 
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local current measurements at the secondary substations only.  The methods 
presented use either the sum current measurement directly, or are based on the 
comparison of the measured phase currents using symmetrical components. In 
the following, the proposed fault indication methods are first presented. Sec-
ondly their role in the automation and fault management is discussed. The pre-
sented fault indication methods are tested by the simulated data and then the 
usability of the methods is evaluated.  

Method 1  
In the beginning of an earth fault there are three transients, initiated by dis-

charging the faulty phase, charging the two healthy phases and by energizing 
the compensation coil. The discharge and charge transients have the frequency 
of 500-2500 Hz and 100-800 Hz, respectively and they are similar in isolated 
and compensated neutral systems. In compensated networks the continuous 
fault current is very small after the transient has attenuated. To the contrary, 
the transient amplitude is typically very high compared to the fundamental fre-
quency fault current, and is typically 10-20 times higher than the uncompen-
sated capacitive fault current. This feature makes the transient very attractive 
for earth fault indication purposes. 

The first method utilizes the peak of the initial transient of the earth fault cur-
rent for the fault indication.  The transient peak amplitude depends on the lo-
cation of the measurement as follows: 

totC
lCtotC

Fii     (5.2) 

where Fi  is the fault current in the fault location, measured as a sum or a zero 

component current, i  is the sum or zero sequence current measured in line lo-
cations before the fault, totC  is the total earth capacitance of the network and 

lC  is the earth capacitance of the line sections behind the measurement point. 

Hence, if we are moving the measurement point along the line, the current am-
plitude is increased towards the fault location, due to a smaller share of earth 
capacitances being behind the measurement point. Similarly if the measure-
ment point is behind the fault, the measured sum current is only a fraction of 
total fault current:  

totC
lC

Fii     (5.3) 

Usually lC is much smaller than totC , which makes the differentiation of these 

two cases easier. However, the setting of the threshold level of the fault indica-
tion between these two cases is not straightforward due to large dynamics of the 
fault current amplitude.  If the fault is initiated at the phase voltage zero crossing 
instants, the transient is only a small fraction of the maximum case. Also, if there 
is a substantial degree of fault resistance, the fault current is further decreased. 
The solution is to make the fault indication setting dynamic as follows:  

Step 1: The fault is detected by the protection relays and the faulty line is de-
tected and in most practical cases disconnected by the circuit breaker. 
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Step 2: The fault management system collects the measured currents from all 
the fault indicators accessible in the affected line. 

Step 3: The current measurement with the highest amplitude is found, and all 
the measurements are scaled by this amplitude. Now we have the fault indica-
tions as per unit values, the highest indication being the one closest to the fault. 

Step 4: The fault indicator outputs are next obtained by the following rules: if 
the measured p.u. current is higher than (1- ), where  is the per unit margin, 
the fault is behind the measurement point and the fault indication is “TRUE”, 
and correspondingly, if the measured current is under this threshold value, the 
fault indication is “FALSE”. 

Step 5: The fault indications obtained in step 4 are compared with each other 
to see whether there is common agreement of the fault location. For a reliable 
fault location, there should not be contradicting fault indications. 

The proposed approach for selecting the margin  is to use the average value 
in the middle of theoretically correct indications in the beginning of the faulty 
feeder, i.e. 

totC
lCtotC

m
2      (5.4) 

This setting divides the impact of measurement errors equally between the 
“TRUE” and “FALSE” cases, and is assumed to give a practically sound result.  

Method 2 
In compensated neutral systems, an additional resistance is temporary con-

nected parallel to the compensation coil to increase the fault current. The sec-
ond method utilizes the stepwise change of the sum current when the additional 
resistance is connected. In the beginning of the fault, a transient initiates. After 
initial transients the currents settle down and the resistor is switched on. The 
Method 2 is based on the difference of the fault current before and after the 
resistor switching moment. For comparison of the measurements, the phasor 
change of the fault currents is used: 

 
 )()( tsumIntsumIsumI   (5.5) 

 
where t  is the time a few cycles before resistor switching, τ is the time of one 
power system cycle, n is an integer and nτ provides a synchronous time differ-
ence. The time before switching and the number of cycles n should be selected 
such that the fault current is stable after the changes or initial transients. Now 
the fault indication procedure is as follows: 

Step 1: The fault and the faulted line are detected by the protection relays. 
Step 2: The fault management system collects the measured currents from all 

of the fault indicators. 
Step 3: The parameters t  and n are defined for all the measurements and cur-

rent changes are calculated according to Eq. (5.5).  The current measurement 
with the highest change in the amplitude is found and all the measurements are 
scaled by this amplitude. The fault indications are now unit values, the highest 
indication being the one closest to the fault. 
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Step 4: The fault indicator outputs are next obtained by the similar rules as in 
the case of Method 1. However, the setting of the margin can’t be defined in that 
a straightforward way, since the current changes in the network earth capaci-
tances depend on the sharpness of the compensation circuit resonance and on 
how earth capacitances are divided round the network. However, the current 
fractions changes in the earth capacitances are relatively small, and we may use 
a rough estimate  =0.5 for the margin.  

Method 3 
The third fault indication method utilizes the changes in symmetrical compo-

nent currents during the fault initiation. Basically, the earth fault can be de-
tected by observing an increase in the zero sequence current. However, with re-
gard to the selective fault path indication, the change of the zero sequence cur-
rent alone is not enough, due to the earth fault currents returning through the 
earth capacitances behind the fault location. This problem can be solved by 
measuring also the change in the negative sequence component current and 
comparing it to the simultaneous change in the zero sequence current. 

In the fault point, all the three symmetrical components of the fault current 
are equal. Along the fault current path between the feeding substation and the 
fault point, the negative sequence component varies only a little, but it is prac-
tically non-existent behind the fault. To the contrary, the zero sequence compo-
nent has a similar behavior as is described by Eq. (5.2) and (5.3). This difference 
in the behavior can be utilized for the selectivity of the fault indication as fol-
lows: 

Step 1: The existence of an earth fault is detected, if the change in the zero 
sequence current is higher than the set threshold value: 

 
 setII ,00     (5.6) 

Step 2:  The change in the negative sequence current is computed. The meas-
ured point is along the fault current path, if the following condition is satisfied: 

 
)1( moInI      (5.7) 

Hence, if both the conditions (5.6) and (5.7) are satisfied, the fault indication 
is “TRUE”, otherwise it is “FALSE”.   

The performance of the method is defined by two parameters, the set current 
threshold value and the margin. For high impedance faults, the fault current 
amplitude is governed by the fault resistance and can be approximated simply 
by Ohms’  law, i.e. for 10 kΩ fault resistance and 20 kV network, the fault current 
would be about 1.2 A and the zero sequence current respectively round 0.4 A. 
Now we still need to define the margin  in Eq. (5.7).  At the fault point, the two 
component currents are equal, but towards the feeding primary substation, the 
zero component is decreased whereas the negative sequence component has a 
slight variation only. As a consequence, the negative sequence component grad-
ually grows higher than the zero sequence component, and it is quite safe to take 
a small margin. In this study, a value   = 0.2 was taken. 
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Testing of the algorithms  
The three suggested algorithms were tested using a test network and simu-

lated data. The investigations were based on different simulation test cases of 
the MV network including isolated neutral, compensated neutral, and compen-
sated neutral with parallel neutral resistance networks. The performance of the 
techniques was investigated by comparing the different test cases. The consid-
ered fault type was a single phase earth fault. 

 Method 1 is mainly proposed for unearthed neutral networks. Method 1 seems 
to be very selective with regard to the earth fault indication. The residual current 
measured behind the fault, and also in healthy lateral branches of the faulty 
feeder, is very small compared to the points where the fault current is expected 
to flow. Further, the fault indication along the path of the fault current seems to 
be fairly close to unity at all measurement locations. An issue that has to be 
taken into account with Method 1 is the required sampling frequency and the 
associated signal processing. The sampling frequency in our simulated case was 
10 kHz, which seems to be adequate for the applications in city networks, where 
thanks to the high capacitance of the cables, the transient frequencies are rela-
tively low. The fault indication result can substantially be improved by using 
appropriate band-pass filtering techniques and averaging of the measured sam-
ples.  

Method 2 is intended for compensated neutral networks. Also this method 
gives a clear difference between the faulty and non-faulty sections. The current 
change in non-faulty sections is almost negligible. However, there seems to be a 
relatively high variation in the level of the fault indication in the faulty sections. 
This is primarily due to large differences in the fault currents prior to the re-
sistance switching. Hence, the setting of the indicator margin is more challeng-
ing in this case compared to Method 1. The method may be improved by meas-
uring, instead of the total phasor change, only the resistive component change 
of the residual current. This requires, however, some reference of the direction 
of the resistive current. In a conventional case, this reference is taken from the 
neutral voltage, which is cost prohibitive in many cases.   

Method 3 is also demonstrated here for compensated neutral networks. The 
Method 3 seems to be more selective and robust than the Method 2. The nega-
tive sequence current changes seem to be negligible in the non-faulty sections. 
Also, they are similar in all the measurement locations. It is suggested here that 
the fault indicator should be based on the comparison of the negative sequence 
current changes only, with the threshold of zero sequence current changes used 
for blocking against the nuisance tripping of the fault indicator. Hence, the fault 
indicator algorithm could be simplified as follows: 

 
 

set
II

,00
    (5.8) 

setn
I

n
I

,
    (5.9) 

where the fault indication is set “TRUE” if both conditions are satisfied. The 
limit values should be taken so, that the setting for the negative sequence cur-
rent is well below the smallest fault current that is targeted to be detected. Since 
the change in the zero sequence current only is used for general detection of the 
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earth fault existence, its setting can be made somewhat more sensitive.  Method 
3 is equally applicable in the case on an unearthed neutral. In this case the com-
parison is made between the currents before and after the fault initiation. 

According to the simulation results, the Methods 1 and 3 are the most prom-
ising. Their mutual superiority depends on the availability of measurement 
technology. Method 1 requires relatively high sampling frequency (10 kHz) and 
a large dynamic scale. On the other hand, the earth fault indication can be based 
on the sum current measurement only. Method 1 also requires comparison of 
the measured quantities at the network control system level, and some digital 
filtering techniques employed at the DMS system, while processing the fault in-
dicator measurements. These lead to the requirement that the measured data 
samples be transmitted from the secondary substation to the control center. 

Method 3 is simpler since it only utilizes local measurements and can provide 
a simple one digit indication of the fault existence. Hence it would be a preferred 
choice for the fault indication in the cases where the decentralized fault man-
agement is implemented. This method requires three phase current measure-
ments to be combined, which may increase the measurement errors. However, 
the data sampling frequency can be low. Also, the same current measurements 
can be used for both short circuit and earth fault indication, as long as the dy-
namic scale is large enough for the sufficient resolution. 

 The reliable fault indication is the basic requirement for any fault manage-
ment system in distribution networks. When developing the self-healing prop-
erties of the existing power systems, one of the challenges is to develop solutions 
that can be retrofitted to the various types and conditions of existing substa-
tions. To get the full benefits of DA, the fault management should have full cov-
erage. Hence, there is an urgent need for an affordable, but still a reliable fault 
indication solution, which could be installed at the locations where the full au-
tomation is not economically feasible. The presented methods can assist in this 
challenge. 

5.4 A Proof of Case of the Methods in an Urban Distribution Net-
work 

A real reliability improvement case was carried out in Helsinki. Besides the 
methods presented in chapters 4 and 5 also traditional methods were utilized to 
achieve a significant and comprehensive reliability improvement. The chapter 
presents the strategic planning, optimization and implementation of the se-
lected methods to reduce the SAIDI in Helsinki by 50 %. 

5.4.1 National Environment, Regulation and Legislation 

In 2010, the Finnish Energy Industries gave a recommendation for the relia-
bility planning criteria [73-74]. The recommendation takes the perspective of 
an individual customer. This recommendation gives a justified basis for the dif-
ferentiation between areas (rural, urban, city) which makes it possible to focus 
the investments in a cost-effective way. To a city area the target levels are more 
demanding, so the DSOs in a city area need effective methods. 
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Table 7. Target level for the reliability of supply in different urban areas  

Criteria City Urban area  
[k€] 

Rural area 
 

Total interruption time 
 

Max 1 h/a Max 3 h/a Max 6 h/a 

Number of short inter-
ruptions (<3 min)xist-
ing method 

No short interruptions < 10 interruptions per 
year 

< 60 interruptions per 
year 

 
The regulation model for reasonable pricing by Finnish Energy Authority is 

confirmed before each regulatory period. After the four years regulatory period, 
the compliance is monitored for each DSO and the allowed profit is confirmed 
by the regulator [75]. The Finnish regulation scheme includes incentives to min-
imize the total cost of network operations. Although CICs are not included in 
the financial statements of the DSO, in the regulation model the outage costs 
are included in the total costs in addition to capital costs and operational costs. 
Therefore, by minimizing the total cost, the economic losses of the customer and 
the reciprocity of the cost elements are taken into account. Outage costs are 
evaluated using CICs. Thus the CIC values are officially approved as the basis 
for the network optimization. The average values on the national level are ap-
plied in the regulation scheme. The DSOs may use more detailed CIC values for 
each customer group and geographical area to prioritize their own actions. 

The incentives in the Finnish regulation scheme reward the improvements in 
the system level performance, since CIC affects directly the allowed profit of the 
DSO. The company’s own historic data is used as a reference. The actual CICs 
are compared to this reference value and a quality bonus or a sanction is deter-
mined depending whether there is an improvement or not. To create the benefit 
to both the customer and the DSO, the annual reward is split 50/50 between 
these two. Therefore the quality bonus, increasing the allowed total costs, is 50% 
of the difference between actual outage costs   and the reference level 

.        
                 (5.10) 

5.4.2 Methods to Improve Reliability  

A survey of the operating environment provides a foundation for the strategic 
analysis. The analysis consists of a survey on different aspects of society, DSO, 
the development in the field and the initial data. Based on the strategic analysis 
it is possible to make alternative long-term development plans for the distribu-
tion network [75-76]. Traditional technologies to improve reliability in distribu-
tion networks are the transfer of overhead lines to roadsides, the replacement 
of lines with covered conductors, underground (UG) cabling, circuit reclosers, 
new primary substations and compensation of earth fault currents [76]. 

The system reliability can be improved by reducing the fault frequency, by re-
ducing the repair or restoration time or by reducing the extent of the interrup-
tion. The methods listed in [77-78] are categorized into four headings: decrease 
the fault rate of conductors, optimize the number and location of the switches, 
increase the level of interconnection and introduce automation. When analyzing 
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different methods, the effect to SAIFI and CAIDI was studied. Besides UG ca-
bling, compensating the earth fault current is an effective mean to decrease 
SAIFI. Among methods that decrease CAIDI are reserve connections and DA. 

Replacing overhead lines with UG cables is among the most effective ways of 
improving the distribution reliability. The fault statistics collected from various 
international  sources reveal that the failure rate of MV overhead lines are typi-
cally three to five times greater than those of MV underground cables [79]. By 
using modern XLPE cables, the utility can achieve even lower failure rates. The 
major advantage of UG cables is the tolerance against weather.   

The network design is a key aspect in improving the reliability. There are three 
simplified network topology configurations: radial, loop and network topology. 
Radial systems have only one path from the substation to customers, loop sys-
tems have two and network topologies have several paths [63]. Loop and net-
work configurations are also called meshed systems. Utilities can enhance the 
reliability and increase the level of interconnections by building reserve connec-
tions. Reserve connections are the basis for restoring power quickly after isolat-
ing the fault. This is extremely important in urban networks, since UG cables 
take long time to repair [80]. In interruptions, the supply can be restored with 
reserve connections. The duration of the faults is limited to fault location, isola-
tion and restoration procedures. The main advantage is that the repair time does 
not determine the duration of the interruption. The network designs and their 
effect on reliability are described e.g. in [63], [81]. 

The most common fault type in distribution networks is the single phase to 
earth fault. For instance in Nordic countries, about 50–80 % of the faults are of 
this type [52], [82]. In MV network, a Petersen coil can be placed in the trans-
former neutral. The inductive reactance of the Petersen coil is set near the value 
of the capacitive reactance of the whole cable network, thus compensating the 
earth fault current. In an earth fault, the consequence is a very small earth fault 
current and this allows a sustained operation during the fault [83]. 

The distribution automation does not reduce the fault rate, however it de-
creases the interruption time. When targeting mitigation of the effect of inter-
ruptions, DA will usually be less expensive and less disruptive than major net-
work refurbishments and quicker to install [84]. The DA optimization methods 
has been described in Chapters 4 and 5.   

5.4.3 Case Helen Electricity Network Ltd. in Helsinki   

During the 1980s and 1990s Helen Electricity Network moved increasingly 
more from overhead lines to UG cables and from air insulated MV switchgears 
to gas insulated switchgears. The MV network structure was developing from a 
radial to a meshed structure. This long-term development has resulted in a de-
crease of SAIDI from the one hour level in 1980s to below a half hour level of 
1990s and 2000s. In 2007, Helen Electricity Network was affected by various 
long lasting and extensive interruptions. The main reason for this was a mixed 
overhead line (OHL) and UG cable network. OHLs collected lightnings and con-
ducted overvoltages to primary substations causing damage. This led to consid-
erably wide and long interruptions and an expensive repair and maintenance 
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work. These incidents revealed the risk of having a mixed OHL / UG cable net-
work. It was decided, that something had to be done to improve reliability.  

The first study was to examine and analyze the past. The basis for the study 
was the fault statistics 1998-2008. Years 2001 and 2003 were discarded, be-
cause major 110 kV blackouts dominated those years. Thus, the latest 5 years 
detailed fault statistics were chosen to the study. The 5-years average of SAIDI 
was divided into fault segments and a reliability improvement method analysis 
was conducted. The fault segments and methods were analyzed whether or not 
SAIFI or CAIDI can be influenced. In the medium voltage OHL network, the 
SAIFI target level was set as zero. The next studied method was compensating 
the earth fault current. Since in 10 kV network the operation in earth faults was 
already sustained, there would be no SAIFI influence. In 20 kV system, about 
75 % of the feeder faults are earth faults, so a maximum 75 % decrease in SAIFI 
is theoretically possible. However, during sustained operation in earth faults, 
overvoltage is created and multipole faults may arise. Still, even with a modest 
estimation taking these second order faults into account, the effect in SAIFI in 
20 kV network is at least 50 % reduction. 

The third analyzed method was distribution automation. DA was installed to 
normally open points and to the secondary substations pointed by DA optimi-
zation methods described in chapters 3 and 4.  In MV faults, the possible CAIDI 
reduction was estimated to 50 %. The MV network in Helsinki is designed so, 
that in primary substation faults, the MV network can be used for applying a 
backup source. Thus, the benefit in the CAIDI reduction can be included also in 
primary substation fault segment. The overall estimation of the methods and 
the SAIFI and CAIDI targets are given in Table 8. 

Table 8. Methods to improve reliability and SAIFI and SAIDI targets by fault segment  

  

Under ground Earth Distribution Preventation SAIFI CAIDI
cabling fault automation of excavation target target

compensation faults 2015 2015

OHL 10 kV - - - - 0 % 50 %
OHL 20 kV SAIFI ↓ - CAIDI ↓ - 0 % 50 %

Cable 10 kV - - CAIDI ↓ SAIFI ↓ 100 % 50 %
Cable 20 kV SAIFI ↓ SAIFI ↓ CAIDI ↓ SAIFI ↓ 50 % 50 %

Sec. Sub 10 kV - - CAIDI ↓ - 100 % 50 %
Sec. Sub 20 kV SAIFI ↓ SAIFI ↓ CAIDI ↓ - 50 % 50 %

Pri. Sub SAIFI ↓ SAIFI ↑↓ CAIDI ↓ - 100 % 50 %

110 kV - - - - 100 % 100 %

Customers - - CAIDI ↓ SAIFI ↓ 100 % 50 %

Unknown 100 % 50 %
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Based on this first preliminary study and the SAIFI and CAIDI targets in Table 
8, the new total SAIDI target was calculated by inserting the SAIFI and CAIDI 
targets by each fault segment, Figure 18. 

 

Figure 18. Fault analysis and SAIDI target estimation [VII]  

The overall total SAIDI estimation revealed that with the selected methods a 
significant improvement in the reliability is possible. Helen Electricity Network 
then announced a new strategic goal, the reliability index SAIDI shall be re-
duced by 50 % by year 2015.  

5.4.4 Cost-benefit analysis 

When calculating the DSO’s realized adjusted profit from network operations, 
the impact of the quality incentive can be deducted from DSO’s operating profit, 
half of the difference of the reference level of the DSO’s CIC is accepted. This 
50% quality bonus can therefore be used as a rough threshold value in profita-
bility calculations: 
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where 0.5 comes from quality incentive of the regulatory model, ΔC = changes 
in the annuity (investment costs / annuity factor) [€/a], ΔSAIDI = change SAIDI 
[min/a] and ΔCIC = change in CIC [€/a]. 

Selected methods UG cabling, neutral current compensation and DA are im-
plemented in parallel and the benefit of all methods are measured and calcu-
lated in reference with the original DSO reference value, since this is the benefit 
what DSO receives from regulatory incentives. The regulatory cost-benefit anal-
ysis using equation (5.11) with different selected improvement methods is pre-
sented in Figure 19.  

 

Figure 19. Cost-benefit analysis of the reliability improvement fault analysis and SAIDI target estimation [VII] 

The MV overhead lines caused 2.6 minutes to the five years average SAIDI.  
The overhead lines represented only a fraction, 2 %, of the MV network, yet the 
share of CICs caused by overhead lines was over 20 %. The first obvious planned 
action was cabling of the remaining overhead lines, the total length of only 33 
km. The planned effect in SAIDI was 2.6 min decrease, the first green arrow to 
left in Figure 19. As general lifecycle planning, MV overhead lines are replaced 
with UG cables. So for the cost-benefit study, only the part of the investment 
that was done prematurely was considered as an added investment cost for the 
study. The cost of the accelerated cabling was about one million Euros.  In the 
cost-benefit study, UG cabling was well below the regulatory benefit. 

By compensating the earth fault current the feeder interruptions can be re-
duced even by 75 % in the 20 kV network. According to the fault statistics, this 
means a 5 min reduction in SAIDI. As an investment, this means implementing 
compensation devices to twelve 20 kV substation. In the cost-benefit study, the 
cost of compensating the neutral was also well below the regulatory benefit line, 
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the second blue arrow to left in Figure 19. A detailed description of the analysis 
of the earth fault current compensation in Helsinki can be found in Chapter 5.1.  

The benefit of DA is based on its ability to decrease the interruption time once 
the interruption happens. Since the locations of DA are selected according to 
the benefit order, all the most beneficial targets are first equipped with DA. So 
the benefit in Cost-benefit calculations is gradually saturated, which can be seen 
in the Cost-benefit study. DA alone is not beneficial in the Cost-benefit study, 
the annual investment and maintenance costs are above the regulatory benefit 
line. As a part of the method portfolio, along with UG cabling and compensating 
the neutral, DA stays below the regulatory Cost-benefit line. In the Cost-benefit 
study DA is the third red arrow left in Figure 19. 

The algorithms described in chapters 3 and 4 were applied to the Helsinki MV 
network. By the detailed method in Chapter 4 also the exact locations of DA 
were optimized. In a cable network, one alternative is delaying cable replace-
ments. Even if the fault rate then gradually would raise, the utility can with help 
of DA decrease the time of the interruptions. Thus, the total power quality would 
not be weakened even if the fault rate would rise.  Taken into account this op-
tion, to delay the cable replacement, the benefit of DA is even greater.  

The CIC for different customer groups has been estimated in the Finnish CIC 
study [7]. Since in Helsinki urban core the commercial and service customer 
groups are dominant, a CIC study for different urban zones was also conducted. 
The CIC for commercial and service customers are considerably higher than for 
residential customers, and CICs in urban core are about three times higher than 
costs experienced on other urban areas. Based on the Finnish CIC study, the 
total CIC in Helsinki was estimated to 24 €/kWh. The new CIC line has been 
drawn together with the regulatory CIC line in Figure 19. Now using this new 
CIC value, also the DA is beneficial as an only method to improve reliability. 

What is unique in DA in Helsinki is that the system combines cost-effectively 
multiple functions for the secondary substation monitoring and control utilizing 
economical publicly available wireless communication. Besides the normal re-
mote control, DA provides intelligent measurements and logics for the earth 
fault indication, load and temperature measurements, power quality measure-
ments and security alarms. Besides reduction of CICs, DA improves power qual-
ity management and asset management of the secondary substations. Adding 
the benefit in balancing or delaying the cable replacements, the overall combi-
nation of the DA benefits provides a good cost-benefit ratio. 

5.4.5 Cutting SAIDI by 50 % and how it was achieved  

The cabling of the remaining overhead lines was done very fast, and their neg-
ative impact on reliability was removed rapidly. The compensated neutral has 
been implemented now to three of the twelve 20 kV substations. By the end of 
the year 2018, Helen Electricity Network can deploy the sustained earth fault 
operation in the whole MV network. The implementation of DA has advanced 
strongly and now DA has been installed to 300 secondary substations. This rep-
resents 11 % coverage of all the secondary substations. Helen Electricity Net-
work has also implemented smart meters to all its 375 000 customers. Thus, the 
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entire LV network is now under control and supervision. Besides remote hourly 
reading, smart meters have capabilities to switch on and off the electricity of the 
customers. The smart meters also monitor the voltage quality at the customer 
level, expanding the network monitoring now to all network levels of the elec-
tricity distribution. DA has more advanced power quality measurements ena-
bling a detection of the harmonic distortion and voltage dips. All these three 
methods have been implemented systematically and with a large extent. Besides 
the described methods also the fourth method, the prevention of excavation 
faults, has been implemented by a systematic guidance, surveillance and pre-
ventative co-operation with large construction projects.  

Although not all the implementations are yet totally done, the SAIDI values 
are already on the targeted level of 2015. In 2012, SAIDI was 3.8 min and 2013 
SAIDI value was 4.5 min. Besides the positive development of the SAIDI, DA 
has decreased the average CAIDI value from its 2002 to 2010 average of 50 
minutes to 30 minutes average in 2012 to 2013, which is 40 % decrease in 
CAIDI.  With cost-benefit optimization and customer oriented reliability analy-
sis, effective methods were chosen to significantly improve reliability in urban 
networks. The strategic planning and systematic implementation have enabled 
the achievement of the reliability target, reducing SAIDI by 50 %. 

The presented optimization methodology and the real case results in Helsinki 
show that significant reliability improvements can be achieved in urban power 
networks. This can be done efficiently and cost-effectively using smart tech-
niques together with traditional measures.  
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6. Summary and Future Research 

Major contributions of this thesis are:  

1. Novel optimization methods have been developed both for general 
planning of DA and for detailed optimization of DA. These methods al-
low several of the following general conclusions to be drawn.   

2. The influence of primary substation faults is considerably more sub-
stantial than has been expected. The calculated results from the fault 
statistics showed that the expected benefit raised about 50 % when 
taken into account also the substation faults. DA also provides new op-
tions for primary substation planning, as described in this thesis. Ig-
noring the benefit of DA in restoring substation level interruptions 
leads to suboptimal solutions.  

3. It was shown that the customer damage in the urban core is about 
three times larger than on other urban areas. Needless to say that the 
difference to rural areas is much higher. This new contribution gives 
valuable feedback to focus the reliability improvements especially on 
urban core areas. 

4. Flexible multi layout models were developed and applied. They lead to 
better overall cost-benefit than using uniform DA layout. Using indi-
vidually optimized layouts for each feeder concentrates DA to urban 
core areas, where the energy density and the CIC are the highest.  

5. In this thesis, the impact of earth faults resulted to have a substantial 
effect on the performed studies. The impact of earth fault events and 
their required time-consuming fault management process is taken into 
account within the calculation of the benefit of DA. Less automatic 
switches and thus less total cost resulted when the impact of earth 
faults was considered. This emphasizes the impact of earth faults in the 
optimal switch placement problem 

6. The performed analysis of the fault management process revealed the 
importance of having the comprehensive fault location information. 
Without accurate information on all secondary substations the fast 
fault management schemes are not always possible without causing ex-
tra disturbance to customers by consecutive power-on power-off situa-
tions and trial and error manual switching actions. Three methods 
which provide accurate fault locations were presented in order to accel-
erate the fault management. 

7. Sustained operation can be achieved by using earth fault compensa-
tion. As an important results, it was shown that there is a substantial 
risk that a sustained fault develops to a cross-country fault. In order to 
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enhance the benefit of a sustained operation, fast fault management 
concepts with remote switching and automated logics are needed.  

Among the other contributions in this thesis are as follows:  

1. The research led to a development of a commercial FLIR solution in-
cluded in Trimble DMS. An automated CITY-FLIR solution together 
with a higher level DA and a low level automation with fault indications 
provide a smart platform to achieve a giant leap in improving reliability 
in urban networks. Instead of common one hour interruptions in an 
urban area, interruption times can be mitigated to one minute or even 
to one second. 

2. The studied methods were utilized in a large scale in a real urban distri-
bution network thus providing an excellent proof of case of the effec-
tiveness of the presented methods. 

3. It was also shown that an urban environment is ideal for distribution 
automation. Large capital-intensive investments in UG cable networks 
have already been implemented in urban networks during several dec-
ades. In many urban cities, the structure of the MV network is already 
meshed. Such networks with redundant power supplies available only 
with switching actions are ideal to fully support distribution automa-
tion. With smart investments in DA and self-healing methods reliabil-
ity can be significantly improved with reasonable investments com-
pared to the substantial damage to urban society caused by interrup-
tions. 

The topics worthy for the future research might be the impact of distributed 
energy resources on the network fault management and preventative mainte-
nance.  In the next development phase, self-healing distribution networks will 
be able to identify developing faults, before they evolve into permanent faults. 
The acquiring and managing such approaching fault information, will enable a 
pre-active fault management in the future.  
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